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Compagnie du Loup-Ange

Métamorf ’Ose
Daring Métamorphoses
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Musical theater exploring children’s sense of touch and sound from age 6 months,
invented for childcare centers, theaters and open air stages

Created and directed by Hestia Tristani

For further information, please contact
Artistic creation
Hestia Tristani
+33- 6 74 58 16 10 / hestia.tristani@orange.fr

Script and dramatic interpretation / Juliette Plihon et Hestia Tristani!
Staging, textile creations and costumes / Marlène Rocher
Music and outside guidance / Cécile Maisonhaute

Diffusion
Françoise Rossignol
+33-6 60 85 96 68 / rossignol.f@loup-ange.fr
Administration
Céline Manouvrier
+33-6 63 87 79 59 / administration@loup-ange.fr

A co-production of the Compagnie du Loup-Ange an the Compagnie du Porte-Voix.
With the support of the DRAC Ile de France (dance and music) and the Conseil Général des Yvelines (general assistance); the
facilities of the Barbacane de Beynes, the Scarabée de la Verrière, la ferme du Mousseau d’Elancourt and the Town Hall of
Nesles-la-Vallée (95).
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Many thanks to Sandrine Ronat, Isabelle Rouberol, Marie Esteves, Thierry Balasse, Laurent Gardeux and our friends at
Nesles-la-Vallée for their invaluable help.

Métamorf’Ose is a vocal and kinetic theater
production in which two actresses/singers create a
dream-like atmosphere leading to perpetual
transformations.
A crinoline shell with multiple faces is the central
object of the play, giving birth to unreal creatures as
well as timeless and strange individuals. Knotted
cloth cords appear little by little, drawing and
defining the space onstage.
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Items from our daily lives, symbolic of our existence
and history, punctuate the rhythm of the play, their
uses constantly changing: improvised telephones,
inventive metronomes, an outdated music box,
bottomless suitcases…
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The two actresses encounter these transformations through constantly
changing lyrical and traditional sound-play, crossing through them with
disjointed monologs in multiple languages or in absurd dialogs.
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A “hang”, a metallic percussion instrument with encompassing sonority,
completely absorbs the space. The actresses play and sonorously intertwine
pre-recorded piano and analog synthesizer passages, thus creating subtle
variations on classic repertory pieces as well as original duets.
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Afterwards they invite their young audience to master the play’s elements,
whispering into telescopic telephones, playing with percussion dolls, drawing
and walking through the textile landscapes on the floor…
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The children become not just spectators, but also actors in this poetic and
shifting world.
They witness the creation of a universe that weaves renewing threads, that
constructs and deconstructs itself at will, opening its arms to young and old
alike in a tactile and musical voyage.
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TECHNICAL RIDER
The performance duration is of 45 minutes
Capacity : 60 people
Aged 6 months old to 4-5 years old.
Set up : 1h30 before the beginning of the show
Disassembly : 45min for taking down the set
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Floor
Grey preferred or white dance mat 5 m x 2m
Stage dimension : Min space from wall to wall : 6m x 7m, audience
included
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Lights
4 x spotlights PC min 650W or 2 PARS 1000W
2 x floor booms (height : 2,5m), one enabling the hanging of up to 3
spotlights (see picture below)
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2 x extension cables / 2 x Tripp Lites / 2 x power strip (4 plugs).
Sound
2 x speakers MSP5 Yamaha (or similar with female XLR plug)
Dressing Room : Mirror, soap, towels
Please provide mineral water, tea, coffee, soft drinks, biscuits, fresh
and dried fruits
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FINANCIAL CONDITIONS
Performances in weekly séries
2 show per day : 1 500 euros
1 show per day : 800 euros

!
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Travel Costs
3 two-way plane tickets from Paris
Per diem and accomodation for 3
people.

